Show Highlights
Audience Wake-up

Wake up the audience and keep them on their toes with some fun interaction, culminating in a thrilling
knife juggling stunt.

Acro-Juggling

An impressive combination of juggling and acrobatics. You’ll see dexterity, strength, creativity, and
teamwork like you’ve never seen before.

Ball Spinning

Jack makes this common “impress your friends” skill seem both ridiculously easy and impossible at the
same time. Then he takes it into the audience, making your guests the star of the show.

The Artist

Non-stop laughter as Jack draws an audience member’s portrait on stage. Making it more diﬃcult, Jeri
constantly throws clubs at him. There is a surprise ending and the model keeps the portrait as a souvenir.

The Synchronized Flowerpot Drill Team

Hilarious, impressive, and unique. This is teamwork at it’s most absurd. Performed on numerous TV shows
around the world.

Trained Slinky Circus

You loved them as a child. Jack takes playing with Slinkys to a new level. Unique, memorable, and silly.

Unicycle Stunt

Giving the public what they want to see - something stupid and dangerous! Accompanied by the
obligatory lovely assistant.

Augmented Reality Light Show

Visually stunning, and inspirational. Jack’s latest hi-tech invention combines real and virtually augmented
juggling in a spectacular multimedia light show.
(* Special requirements: ability to blackout lights, min stage area:13 ft high, 18 ft wide, 24 ft deep)

Courage Challenge

Imagine two jugglers flinging clubs within inches of your body. One brave volunteer signs up for the
experience ...and returns a hero.

Ball-O-Rama

A ridiculous display of world-class dexterity with up to seven rubber balls at once.

Handcuffs

Making the best of an unfortunate situation -Jack succeeds in juggling while handcuﬀed behind his back.

Trick Shot

William Tell and Annie Oakley, but with a tennis ball gun. This display of trick shooting requires perfect
synchronicity, pinpoint accuracy and split-second timing.

Fire Juggling

Starting with Jack's flaming teeterboard stunt, the risk and danger only escalates, but what you’ll remember
is the stunning beauty as the air is painted with fire.

The World’s Largest Whoopee Cushion!

Bringing low humor to new heights, Jack has created the world’s largest whoopee cushion (certified by
Guinness). You’ll be on the edge of your seat as Jeri dives into it from the top of a tall ladder.
(* Special requirements: you must provide 8 -10 ft. step ladder & minimum 15 foot ceiling)

More of Jack & Jeri’s
Crowd Pleasing Performances

For more info:

